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The Wireless Research Centre (WRC) at the University of Canterbury, New Zealand, is an industry
facing research centre focussing on research challenges defined by the needs of industry and
government. The centre has extensive knowledge and experience working with emerging wireless
standards, including the 3GPP family of cellular standards (3G, 4G, 5G, and now emerging 6G
concepts), local area and personal-area networks. Specific technologies of expertise include
information theory, multi-antenna systems (MIMO), modulation and coding, diversity systems,
relaying, scheduling, combinations of wireless and geospatial technologies, and the internet of
things. Application areas include mission critical communications (civilian and strategic), intelligent
transportation systems (vehicular automation), swarm intelligence (e.g. Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle/drone swarming), biosecurity (e.g. trapping and tracking of invasive species), and Antarctic
operations (e.g. remote sensing).
This talk will introduce the capabilities of the Centre and give some research highlights from the
most recent year, including some work on mmWave Massive MIMO and the use of hybrid
beamforming with non-linear precoding to reduce system complexity while also dealing more
effectively with spatially correlated challenges. We will also give an update on our ambitious project
to use bistatic harmonic radar operating from a swarm of unmanned aerial vehicles to track insects.
The lead researcher on the project is Dr. Anastasia Lavrenko, a recent PhD graduate from Ilmenau.
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